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The term "Redemption Center" (RC) was coined by NORFED Founder and Liberty Currency developer Bernard vonNothaus. On the temporal plane, an RC "redeems" (converts) FRAUDs, at face value, into 99.999 percent fine silver (or gold) Liberty Coins or Liberty Currency backed by Liberty Coins. On the spiritual level, an RC is emancipating his countrymen from servitude. He relieves them of their FRAUDs, which represent debt (servitude) rather than wealth, in exchange for real money of substance.

Once RCs have collected FRAUDs and have redeemed them with Liberty Currency, they forward the FRAUDs to NORFED. NORFED then redeems the FRAUDs with Liberty Currency (at a discount to the RC) and uses the FRAUDs to purchase silver on the open market. The silver is then minted into coins. For each coin minted, a paper note (more accurately described as a warehouse receipt) is also generated.

The beauty of this arrangement is that worthless, government-sanctioned paper FRAUDs are used to buy the silver and gold backing Liberty Currency. In this case, those who use Liberty Currency, are the ones who receive something for what is effectively nothing.

When an RC redeems FRAUDs with silver and gold, they are returning their nation to value, a dollar at a time and redeeming slaves by exchanging their debt notes for substance.